It is an experimental fact that the mass ratio for the two heavier neutrinos, h = m 3 /m 2 < ∼ 6, is much smaller than the typical quark and lepton hierarchies, which are O(20 − 300). We have explored whether this peculiar pattern of neutrino masses can be a consequence of the peculiar way they are generated through a see-saw mechanism, determining 1) How the present experimental data restrict the structure of the high-energy seesaw parameters and 2) Which choices, among the allowed ones, produce more naturally the observed pattern of neutrino masses. We have studied in particular if starting with hierarchical neutrino Yukawa couplings, as for the other fermions, one can naturally get the observed h < ∼ 6 ratio. To perform the analysis we have put forward a top-down parametrization of the see-saw mechanism in terms of (high-energy) basis-independent quantities. Among the main results, we find that in most cases m 2 /m 1 ≫ m 3 /m 2 , so m 1 should be extremely tiny. Also, the V R matrix associated to the neutrino Yukawa couplings has a far from random structure, naturally resembling V CKM . In fact we show that identifying V R and V CKM , as well as neutrino and u−quark Yukawa couplings can reproduce h exp in a highly non-trivial way, which is very suggestive. The physical implications of these results are also discussed. 
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Introduction
The flavour structure of the leptonic sector of the Standard Model shows challenging differences with respect to the hadronic one. Much attention has been attracted by the neutrino mixing matrix, U MNS , which presents two large mixing angles and a small one, in contrast to the three small mixing angles of the CKM matrix. On the other hand, the neutrino spectrum is not as well known as the neutrino mixings. In particular, we still do not know whether the spectrum has a normal or an inverse hierarchy (i.e.
whether the most split neutrino is the heaviest or the lightest), or whether it is quasidegenerate [1] . However, the amount of available information allows us to notice that, in either case, the pattern of neutrino masses is neatly different from those of quarks and charged-leptons. According to the last analyses of neutrino oscillation experiments [2] , the two independent ν−mass splittings are (at 2σ) 
Hence, even in the case of a normal hierarchy, the mass of the heaviest neutrino is at most ∼ 6 times the mass of the second heaviest one. The precise value depends on the mass of the lightest neutrino, as shown in Fig. 1 . This contrasts to the hierarchy observed in quarks and charged leptons, where the typical mass ratios are O(20) (for d−quarks and µ/τ leptons) and O(300) (for u−quarks and e/µ leptons) [3] . Of course, if the ν−spectrum is quasi degenerate or with inverted hierarchy, the difference with the mass pattern of the other fermions is much more conspicuous. In any case we can safely conclude that the hierarchy between the two heaviest neutrinos is much softer than the one for the corresponding quarks or charged leptons.
According to the see-saw mechanism [4] , which is the most popular mechanism for generating neutrino masses, these arise in a slightly more complicated way than the masses of quarks and charged leptons. Namely, beside the conventional Yukawa couplings between the Higgs, the left-handed and the right-handed neutrinos, one assumes Majorana masses for the right-handed ones. Upon decoupling of the latter, the light neutrino states have an effective Majorana mass matrix,
where Y is the initial matrix of Yukawa couplings and M is the Majorana mass matrix of the right-handed neutrinos. So, unlike quarks and charged leptons, neutrino masses are not proportional to the Yukawa couplings. Then one may wonder whether the peculiar pattern of neutrino masses can be a consequence of the peculiar way they are generated. If so, the spectrum of light neutrinos may shed light on the unknown features of the seesaw mechanism. In particular one may ask 1) How the present experimental data restrict the structure of the high-energy seesaw parameters and 2) Which choices, among the allowed ones, produce more naturally (i.e. without unpleasant fine-tunings) the observed pattern of neutrino masses. In other words, one can examine how possible and how plausible is for the seesaw mechanism to reproduce the experimental data, and what is the corresponding information that we can learn about the underlying high-energy theory. Also, from such analysis, one can hopefully extract hints on the still unknown part of the low-energy ν−spectrum. The investigation of these questions and their physical implications is the goal of this paper.
In sect. 2 we fix the notation and put forward a basis-independent top-down parametrization for the see-saw, which is specially useful to study the pattern of ν−masses. We discuss how the V R mixing matrix associated to Y plays here a key role. In sect. 3
we analyze the 2-neutrino case, as a simple and useful warm-up. In sect. 4 we study the 3-neutrino case. We give general analytical results, completing (and confirming) them with numerical surveys. We pay special attention to the possibility that the ν−spectrum could arise from hierarchical Yukawa couplings, as for the other fermions, and work out the required structure of the high energy parameters and some conse-quences for the unknown part of the low-energy ν−spectrum. In sect. 5 we explore suggestive ansätze for the V R , showing in particular that identifying V R and V CKM , as well as ν− and u−quark Yukawa couplings can reproduce the experimental ν−spectrum in a highly non-trivial way, which is remarkable. In sections 5 and we present the conclusions and an outlook discussing physical implications of these results. Finally, in the Appendix we give useful formulas concerning the eigenvalues of a (general or not) matrix.
2 Bottom-up and Top-down parametrizations of the see-saw
Notation and conventions
We will use a standard notation that can be used for both the Standard Model (SM) and 
where
with v = H 0 ≃ 174 GeV and
The previous equations are valid for a SUSY theory understanding all the fields in eqs. (2, 3) as superfields, and replacing L → W , δL → δW , i.e. the superpotential and the effective superpotential (with no h.c. terms). In addition H → H 2 , i.e. interactions are flavour-diagonal, the neutrino mass matrix, κ, can be expressed as
where κ i ≥ 0 (with the convention κ 1 ≤ κ 2 ≤ κ 3 and thus m 1 ≤ m 2 ≤ m 3 ) and U MNS is a unitary matrix that can be written as
where φ and φ ′ are CP violating phases (if different from 0 or π) and V has the ordinary form of a CKM matrix 
Finally, note that the observable neutrino masses are given by
Since we will be mainly interested in the m i /m j = κ i /κ j ratios, we will work most of the time with κ i rather than with m i . This avoids the proliferation of annoying v 2 , v 2 sin 2 β factors and permits a unified treatment of the SM and SUSY cases [note that eq.(5) is the same for both cases]. Actually, all the results in the paper are equally valid for the SM and the SUSY cases, except for some slight differences due to radiative effects discussed in sect. 5.
1 As is known, in eq.(7) V can be multiplied from the left by a diagonal unitary matrix with three independent phases. However, these phases can be absorbed in phase redefinitions of the e R fields, so they are no physical.
Basis-independent quantities
In order to perform basis-independent analyses, it is extremely convenient to work with basis-independent quantities. For this matter, note that under a change of basis
(X L,R are arbitrary unitary matrices), the Yukawa and mass matrices transform as
Now the low-energy neutrino Lagrangian, eq.(3), contains 9 independent (i.e. not absorbable in field redefinitions) parameters. They correspond to the three mass "eigenvalues" κ i (strictly speaking they are the positive square roots of the κκ † eigenvalues) and the six parameters of U MNS , which is by construction a basis-independent quantity (it is defined in a particular and well-determined basis of the ν L fields).
On the other hand the see-saw (high-energy) Lagrangian, eq.(2), contains 18 independent parameters. These can be defined in the following way. From eq. (11) is clear that one can always go to a ν R basis where M is diagonal, with positive entries:
where we adopt the convention
Obviously M i are basis-independent quantities. Working in the ν L and ν R bases where Y e and M, respectively, are diagonal, the neutrino Yukawa matrix, Y, can be expressed as
where, again, y i ≥ 0 and y 1 ≤ y 2 ≤ y 3 . The three y i parameters are obviously basis-independent quantities. Besides M i and y i , there are 12 independent high-energy parameters contained in V L , V R . Generically, both matrices can be written
where Φ 1,2 are diagonal unitary matrices and V has the same functional form as (8) [replacing the θ ij angles and the δ phase by new θ
However, for V R the Φ 2 matrix can be absorbed into the definition of V L [see eq.(13)], so 
T and e R (keeping Y e diagonal). Then V L has a structure similar to U MNS in (7), i.e.
. Hence, V L and V R have 6 independent parameters each, which, beside M i and y i , complete the 18 independent parameters of the see-saw Lagrangian 2 .
In summary, in the see-saw framework, the 18 (9) independent parameters of the high(low)-energy neutrino Lagrangian are given by the following basis-independent quantities:
Bottom-up and Top-down parametrizations
Since the number of independent parameters of the see-saw mechanism is larger in the high-energy than in the effective theory, one finds often the problem of using the available (low-energy) experimental information to constrain the high-energy parameters.
This is a bottom-up problem. It was shown in ref. [6] that, working in the basis where Y e , M are diagonal and positive, for given D κ , U MNS , the Yukawa matrix Y has the
where 2 A similar discussion can be found in ref. [5] .
However, for some kinds of problems it is more convenient a top-down parametrization, i.e. a way to obtain, as directly as possible, the physical low-energy parameters from the high-energy ones. This is precisely the sort of problem considered here: what kind of low-energy neutrino spectrum can we naturally expect, starting with reasonable or well-motivated choices of the high-energy parameters 3 . Obviously, starting with the high-energy parameters in (15) one can use eqs. (13, 5) to write κ in the basis where
and then, upon diagonalization, determine U M N S and κ i . Nevertheless it would be useful to find a more direct way to extract the neutrino masses, κ i , from the highenergy parameters. To this end it is interesting to notice that κ i do not depend on V L .
In particular, they can be obtained upon diagonalization of
which is simply κ after redefining ν L as in eq.(10) with X L = V L . This means that
Therefore, given D Y and D M , the V R matrix tells the values of κ i . V L and U MNS get completely decoupled from this flux of information: note that 1) eq.(19) does not depend on V L and 2) the connection of V L and U MNS is given by
where W L has been defined after eq. (18) . This means that for any choice of V R , one can always choose V L so that the experimental U MNS is reproduced. 
It is worth mentioning that V R has a precise physical meaning: it measures the misalignment between Y and M. If V R is non-diagonal, there is no ν R basis in which Y and M can get simultaneously diagonal. The V R entries can be identified as genuine physical inputs (and in fact they play a relevant role in certain physical processes, as those related to leptogenesis). On the other hand, R has a more obscure physical meaning, even though it is a useful tool for phenomenological analyses.
The 2-neutrino system
Although the case of two families of (left and right) neutrinos is obviously non-realistic 4 , it is very useful in order to gain intuition about the form of the low-energy spectrum for typical high-energy inputs. In this case V R has the form
We will first obtain some simple and general relations involving
which however contain much information. In particular they put useful constraints on V R to achieve a soft normal hierarchy, κ 2 /κ 1 ∼ 6, or quasi-degeneracy, κ 2 /κ 1 ∼ 1 (which for two neutrinos is equivalent to a inverse hierarchy). The techniques used for this general analysis will be useful for the 3-neutrino case, to be studied in the next section.
Then we will get exact results by solving analytically the secular equation (19) [something too cumbersome for three families].
General results
From eqs. (18, 19 ) is clear that
which does not depend on V R . On the other hand, the hierarchy between the physical masses, say h, can be written as
so any information about κ 2 translates automatically into h. Now, using eq.(19) we can obtain additional information on κ 2 from the fact that κ ′ κ ′ † is a positive hermitian matrix, which means in particular that its largest eigenvalue is larger than any diagonal entry, i.e.
At this point we can try an ansatz for some of the high-energy parameters. Let us assume for the moment that the hierarchy between y 1 and y 2 is similar to the hierarchy 
where the subdominant terms are positive. In fact, the previous inequality is typically close to an equality: note that from κ
Therefore, eq.(28) is an equality up to terms suppressed by O(
).
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Plugging eq.(28) into eq.(26), we obtain an exact inequality for h,
Clearly, for random values of the V R entries we expect a low-energy hierarchy h =
, much stronger than that of Yukawa couplings and, of course, than the experimental one,
Consequently, either we give up the natural assumption that the Yukawa couplings for neutrinos present a hierarchy similar to the other fermions', or we accept that the (V R ) entries are far from random. (This is already a strong conclusion that holds for the three-generation case, as we will see in the next section.) Let us take the second point of view and determine the constraints on V R to achieve degeneracy or soft hierarchy in the neutrino spectrum, h ≃ 1, h < ∼ 6 respectively. Let us first consider the degenerate (h = 1) case, i.e. κ 
Multiplying ( 
which in turn implies α ≃ ±π/2 in (24) (in the next subsection we will show that α = ±π/2 exactly 6 ). In addition, M 1 /M 2 cannot be arbitrarily small. From (32) we 5 Another inequality for κ , as discussed in Appenddix A. 6 Let us mention that α = ±π/2 does not mean maximum CP -violation. On the contrary, such phase can be absorbed completely in the definition of D M [see eg. eqs. (17, 18) ], which now contains negative, but real entries. Hence this value of α does not amount to any CP -violation. Nevertheless, non-trivial CP -violating phases can still appear from the V L sector. These translate into CP -phases in U MN S . Let us now say how the previous conditions are relaxed if, instead of exact degeneracy (h = 1), we require a soft hierarchy (h < ∼ 6). For the real case we get a relaxed condition on the M i hierarchy: (This applies to the model with two right-handed neutrinos and three left-handed neutrinos mentioned in footnote 3.)
Some exact results
For the 2-neutrino system, the mass eigenvalues can be obtained from eq.(19) in terms of the high-energy parameters in a completely analytical way. The results are particularly simple and illustrative for the degenerate case. Then eq.(19) can be written as
Comparing the matrix entries of the two sides one concludes that the degeneracy is only achieved when
which implies in turn
This confirms the fact that for any choice of y i , M i satisfying the inequality (35), there is a choice of V R [given by eq. (34)] that produces exactly degenerate neutrinos,
On the other hand, one can check that the degeneracy is generically achieved thanks to a fine-tuning of the high-energy parameters. This is illustrated for y 2 /y 1 = M 2 /M 1 = 300 (i.e. the same hierarchy as u−quarks) in Fig. 2 , which shows the mass-ratio The conclusions are similar when M 1 ≃ M 2 , the only difference being that the critical value of θ R is not small.
The 3-neutrino system
Let us now examine the realistic case with three neutrino species and a hierarchy between the two heavy ones, h = m 3 /m 2 = κ 3 /κ 2 , in the experimental range: from h ≃ 1 (quasi-degeneracy or inverse hierarchy) to h ≃ 6 (normal but soft hierarchy).
From the results of the previous section, we can already foresee some conclusions.
First, to achieve a neutrino spectrum where the three neutrinos are quasi-degenerate or present a soft hierarchy will be probably as unnatural as for the 2-neutrino case. We will see that this indeed the case. On the other hand, to achieve the actual experimental constraint, namely soft hierarchy or quasi-degeneracy just for the two heavy neutrinos (the latter case corresponds to an inverse hierarchy) can be much easier. Eg. if V R has only sizeable entries in {1, 2} box, (i.e. θ 23 = θ 13 = 0) κ 1 (κ 2 ) will decrease (increase) significantly, as θ 12 departs from zero, while κ 3 will not change. In consequence we expect in this case a very large κ 2 /κ 1 hierarchy but a softened κ 3 /κ 2 one. This is consistent with experiment and does not imply fine-tunings (only small, but not tuned, values for certain angles). As we will see, other possibilities can also work, but they are not very different from the one just out-lined.
General results
Let us recall that the neutrino masses, κ i , depend on the high-energy parameters, y i , M i , V R through eq.(19). As for the 2-neutrino case, the determinant
does not depend on V R . The hierarchy between the two heavy neutrino masses can be written as
Now, in order to get information about h we need information on κ 3 , κ 1 .
Using the fact [eq.(19)] that κ 2 i are the eigenvalues of κ ′ κ ′ † , which is a positive hermitian matrix, we can write
At this point we can try again an ansatz for the spectrum of high-energy parameters.
So let us assume for the moment that the hierarchy between the y i is similar to the hierarchy of Yukawa couplings observed in charged fermions:
, in particular by the term proportional to y 4 3 , which corresponds to i = j = 3:
where the subdominant terms are positive. As for two neutrinos, the previous inequality is typically close to an equality: from κ
so (39) holds as an equality up to
On the other hand we can obtain information on κ 1 by considering
which is a positive hermitian matrix with κ
This equation is typically dominated by
, in particular by the i = 1, j = 1 term,
(42) 7 An inequality similar to (40) arises from the Gershgorin theorem, as discussed in Appendix A.
where the subdominant terms are negative (so ignoring them still represents an exact inequality). Again, this inequality is typically close to an equality: from κ
which is dominated by i = j = 1:
Note that in eq.(44) the subdominant terms are negative (so ignoring them here represents an approximate inequality). In any case, comparing (42) and (44), we see that eq.(42) holds as an equality up to
-suppressed terms.
Similarly to the 2-neutrino case, plugging eqs.(39, 44) into eq.(37) we get an
From this expression it is clear that for random values of the V R entries we expect a low-energy hierarchy much stronger than that of Yukawa couplings.
Only for y 3 /y 2 , M 2 /M 1 = O(1) can the experimental value h exp < ∼ 6 be naturally obtained. For a y i /y j hierarchy similar to quarks and charged leptons, we expect we
probably a more attractive possibility), in any case way too large.
So we arrive to a similar conclusion as for two neutrinos: either we give up the natural assumption that the neutrino Yukawa couplings present a hierarchy similar to other fermions, or we accept that the V R entries are far from random. However, in this case "far from random" does not necessarily mean "fine-tuned", as will be shown in subsect. 4.3.
We will devote subsects. 4.2 and 4.3 to determine the pattern of V R required to achieve the desired soft hierarchy (or quasi-degeneracy) for the three neutrinos or just for the two heavy ones respectively. Let us advance that since the absolute value in the denominator of (45) is ≤ 1, then (V R )
2 ≪ 1 must be fulfilled in all cases.
Connection with models of anarchic neutrinos
We would like to make a very short digression about the use of the previous approach to analyze scenarios of anarchic neutrinos [9] . The basis-independent top-down formulation of the see-saw mechanism that we are using may be convenient to make statistical considerations about the high-energy parameters that define the theory, as is done in models of anarchic neutrinos. In particular, in the absence of additional assumptions, it makes sense to scan y i and the 6 parameters defining V R instead of the Y matrix, which contains 18 parameters (3 of them redundant and 6 not related to the neutrino masses).
Then, from (45) we notice that for average values of the V R entries, in particular for
. Therefore the expectable pattern of neutrino masses depends crucially on the range in which the y i , M i parameters are allowed to vary. E.g. if one uses
one expects h ∼ a 3 /3.
Degeneracy or soft hierarchy for the three neutrinos
Let us first consider the case of completely degenerate low-energy neutrinos. From eq.(36) this means
Now we will use the inequalities (38, 41) for i = j = 1, 3. This produces four inequalities, which are given by eqs.(39, 42) and
Again we assume a strong hierarchy among the y i , say similar to the hierarchy of Yukawa couplings observed in charged fermions: y 3 /y 2 , y 2 /y 1 = O(20 − 300). We do not assume a priori any particular hierarchy between the three M i , except the
Let us suppose for the moment that there are no delicate cancellations among the terms in the right-hand sides of eqs. (39, 42, 47, 48 ). This means that the absolute value of each term inside the straight brackets is < ∼ the absolute value of the sum of them (note that " < ∼ " becomes "≤" for real V R ). Then, since y
respectively. Besides, the unitarity of
looking at the (V R ) 2 ij -term with smaller factor in eqs. (39) and (42) we obtain
respectively. This implies 
This corresponds to the fact that V R is essentially diagonal, except in the 1-2 box.
Eqs.(50, 46) imply
deg . Due to the large y−hierarchy, this means
. Applying this to the second term in the r.h.s. of eq.(42), we conclude
Actually, from the third term of (47) we obtain 
This is similar to the 2-neutrino case. 
, which implies that either ratio is normally very large, the fine-tuning in the values of the V R entries must be extremely precise. More generally, we can obtain necessary conditions for y i , M i in 10 See ref. [10] for the discussion of a particular theoretical model order to accommodate degenerate neutrinos as follows. Using the bottom-up see-saw parametrization (16) , if neutrinos are degenerate we can write
where κ deg is given by (46). Since Y Y † is a positive hermitian matrix, its largest eigenvalue, y 2 3 , must be larger than the diagonal entries, i.e.
Taking into account (RR † ) ii ≥ 1 (this can be readily checked using eg. the parametrization of R given in ref.
[6]) we finally obtain
A similar argument applied to the (Y Y † ) −1 matrix leads to Finally, let us remark that these conclusions still hold (although somewhat softened) if instead degenerate neutrinos one demands hierarchical neutrinos with a soft hierarchy between the three families, e.g. κ 3 /κ 2 < ∼ 6 (this is obliged by experimental data) and κ 2 /κ 1 < ∼ 6 (this is just an hypothesis). These results strongly suggest to consider soft hierarchy or quasi-degeneracy just for the two heavy neutrinos, which we study next.
Degeneracy or soft hierarchy for m 3 /m 2
We will focus now on the possibility of fulfilling h = m 3 m 2 = κ 3 κ 2 < ∼ 6 (i.e. the only experimental constraint on the ratio of neutrino masses), starting with hierarchical Yukawa couplings. Again we will assume for the moment that the hierarchy between the y i is similar to the hierarchy of Yukawa couplings observed in charged fermions:
For convenience for the discussion we repeat here the previous bound (45) on the value of h,
As discussed in subsect.4.1, this equation tells us that for random values of the V R entries we expect h ∼
≫ 6. Therefore we need to imagine ways to get h much smaller than the "random" result, preferably without fine-tunings. Obviously this is much easier to achieve if the combination of V R elements in the denominator of (56) is as large as possible. From (42) this corresponds to κ 1 as small as possible. Therefore generically it is far more natural to get the experimental result h < ∼ 6 if the lightest neutrino presents a much stronger hierarchy than the two heavy ones, which is an interesting conclusion 11 .
However, a denominator as large as possible is not enough to render h < ∼ 6: the expression in straight brackets in the denominator is ≤ 1, so a small numerator,
degenerate right-handed neutrinos) this can only be accomplished by a cancellation between the various terms in the numerator. On the contrary, if M 1 ≪ M 2 ≪ M 3 this could be achieved without cancellations. We examine next the two cases separately.
If we do not allow fine cancellations in the numerator of eq.(56), this gets minimal when is dominated by the (V R ) 12 11 An exception to this rule occurs when the y i , M i values are in the proportion (51). Then V R ∼ 1 leads naturally to degenerate or soft-hierarchical neutrinos.
12 If the hierarchy of M i is very strong, the dominance of the (V R ) 2 33 term may be non-compulsory.
in the denominator is also very small (by unitarity of V R ) and eq.(56) can normally be approximated
In particular,
E.g. if M i /M j = y i /y j (which we find a reasonable assumption) in a regular hierarchy,
i.e. , which is too large.
Let us stress that the above possibility of getting an experimentally viable h with no fine-tunings requires very small |(V R ) 13 |, |(V R ) 23 |, and sizeable |(V R ) 21 |. 13 This coincides exactly with the structure of the CKM matrix, which we find very suggestive. Actually, the coincidence is even stronger since the previous discussion suggests
We will turn to a more careful exam of this CKM-like form for V R in sect.5.
Another (less attractive) possibility to get a small numerator in eq.(56) is to allow for cancellations between the various terms inside the straight brackets. This requires term, so
These results are illustrated in Fig. 3 , where we show the density of allowed points in the |(V R ) 13 The shape of the complete allowed region can be analytically understood as follows.
For not too small |(V R ) 23 | 2 [in particular when we allow for cancellations in the numerator of (56)], the denominator of (56) is dominated by |(V R ) 31 | 2 , which satisfies the
On the other hand, the numerator of (56) is minimal when the maximum cancellation between the various terms occurs.
Thus we can write
Moreover, when the two possibilities inside | | 2 in the numerator of (61) have opposite signs, then it is possible to achieve an exact cancellation by adjusting the phases of the various terms in the numerator of (56). The values of |(V R ) 13 | and |(V R ) 23 | that saturate the approximate analytical bound (61) for h = 6 are indicated in the last plot of Fig. 3 with a solid line, which describes the exact allowed region in a fair way. 
Notice that for |(V
which is responsible for the long and light strip in the plots. Notice also that for this region, the cancellation requires the (V R ) Finally note that all these results and plots apply equally for the SUSY case. 
Since
is far larger than h exp < ∼ 6, a strong cancellation between the three terms inside the straight brackets is mandatory. Hence, we can already conclude that for Min
Again, when the two possibilities inside | | 2 in the numerator of (64) have opposite signs, then it is possible to achieve an exact cancellation by adjusting the phases of the various terms in the r.h.s. of eq.(63). The solid line in the first plot of Fig. 4 shows the bound h = 6 obtained with the approximate analytical form (64), which clearly describes very well the exact results.
It is worth mentioning that in this case a CKM-like form for V R cannot lead to a realistic spectrum, since [for any choice of the phases in eq. (14)] it is not consistent with a cancellation in the r.h.s. of eq.(63). However, it is funny that a MNS-like form can work correctly. More precisely, when |(V R ) 13 | ≪ 1, as is the MNS case, the condition for cancellation in eq. (63) is approximately
In terms of the parametrization (14), this reads
This condition is precisely fulfilled by an MNS-like matrix, thanks to the smallness of θ 13 and the near-to-maximal θ 23 .
A suggestive ansatz
In sect. 4 we have not made any particular assumption about the (high-energy) parameters of the see-saw, apart from considering hierarchical neutrino Yukawa couplings, similar to those of quarks and charged leptons. Nevertheless, we showed that if the right-handed neutrino masses are hierarchical, a CKM-pattern for V R was naturally preferred in order to reproduce the experimental ratio between the two heavier neutrinos, h = κ 3 /κ 2 < ∼ 6, which is the only experimental constraint on ratios of neutrino masses. Similarly, we saw that if the right-handed neutrino masses are approximately degenerate, an MNS-like pattern for V R could equally work, but always with a certain fine-tuning. In this section we study more in deep these suggestive coincidences.
We start by considering the possibility that V R coincides with the CKM matrix, V CKM .
From eq.(14) V R has two phases, α 1 , α 2 , that, unlike the quark CKM matrix, cannot be absorbed into redefinitions of the fields. Thus, the identification of V R with V CKM has to be up to these two independent phases, (14)). The yellow color indicates that in that region only less than 0.1% of the choices are successful. The scenario is defined by M 1 = M 2 = M 3 and y 1 : y 2 : y 3 = 1 : 300 : 9 × 10 4 . Each plot corresponds to a different value of |(V R ) 12 |. The dashed line is the limit of unitarity of V R , while the solid line in the first plot corresponds to the approximate analytical bound discussed at eq.(64).
This identification of V R with V CKM evokes the SU(5) connection between the V L mixing matrix for d−quarks and the V R one for charged leptons, which comes from the relation Y d = Y T l between the corresponding Yukawa matrices. Following this analogy, we can make the ansatz that the eigenvalues of neutrino Yukawa couplings, {y 1 , y 2 , y 3 }, coincide with the u−quark ones, {y u , y c , y t }. We are not considering a definite GUT framework to justify this assumption (although it could proceed e.g. from some SO(10) construction), but only exploring if it can work in practice, which is certainly non-trivial.
The first step to probe this ansatz is to write both V CKM and {y u , y c , y t } at the scale of right-handed masses, M ∼ 10
13 GeV, where the see-saw mechanism takes place and the identification (66) should be done 14 . In the SM the RG change in the ratios m u : m c : m t = y u : y c : y t from low-to high-energy is Note that the RGE change considerably the hierarchy of u−quarks (which, incidentally, becomes remarkably regular, on top of strong ). This is due mainly to the important effect of the top Yukawa coupling. On the other hand, the RGE for the neutrino mass matrix below the M−scale is flavour-blind, except for small effects proportional to the squared of the tau Yukawa coupling. This produces very small effects in the hierarchy of neutrino masses and in the MNS matrix (which we are not considering here anyhow), especially in the case of a soft hierarchy [11] . Thus we can neglect here the RGE effects for the neutrino sector. V CKM undergoes a certain change as well for the same reasons.
In magnitude, 
The CP-phase, δ CKM ≃ 1 rad, does not change appreciably along the running. Of course, eqs. (67, 68) have experimental errors. For our purposes the most significant ones are those associated to (V CKM ) 13 and (V CKM ) 23 . Using the most recent analyses [3] and running consistently the quoted errors up to the M−scale [13, 14] , we get
In addition we will consider, as mentioned, hierarchical right-handed masses, choosing a hierarchy equal to that of the Yukawa couplings. This is of course a somewhat arbitrary choice, but we find it simple and reasonable, and it does not amount to any extra assumption for a different hierarchy.
In summary, we will make the assumption
where V CKM (M) is essentially given by (68).
Notice from (19, 18) that choosing V R = 1 we would get a hierarchy of neutrino masses equal to that of Yukawa couplings, i.e. h = κ 3 /κ 2 ∼ 300 [see eq. (69)]. This would be completely inconsistent with the experimental h = κ 3 /κ 2 < ∼ 6, by a factor of 50. On the other hand, as is clear from the discussion around eq.(45), a random V R would give h = O(10 7 ), i.e. orders of magnitude away from the experimental range.
Therefore, it is certainly non-trivial that the assumption (69) could be consistent with the experiment.
To illustrate these facts and show the results, we give in Fig.5 , upper plots, the allowed region in the
each point we have evaluated h = κ 3 /κ 2 for 1000 random values of the α 1 , α 2 phases in V R (δ R is fixed at δ CKM ), and counted the number of points that are compatible with the observed hierarchy, h < ∼ 6. White areas are excluded, while colored areas are allowed. As expected only a tiny part of {|(V R ) 13 |, |(V R ) 23 |} values are allowed [a good analytical approximation of the size and shape of the allowed region is given by (61)].
Remarkably, the CKM value for these quantities (represented by the cross in the figure) falls inside the allowed region, which we find very suggestive and highly non-trivial.
Notice also that V CKM is the only experimentally known example of a mixing matrix for Yukawas 15 , as V R is (V MNS is not, unless neutrinos are pure Dirac). All this makes the success of the CKM ansatz even more remarkable. It would be certainly nice to construct models (maybe in the GUT framework) to accommodate this "CKM-ansatz".
In order to gain analytical understanding for the success of the "CKM-ansatz" it is convenient to use the Wolfenstein parametrization of the CKM matrix:
where λ is determined with a very good precision in semileptonic K decays, giving λ ≃ 0.23, and A is measured in semileptonic B decays, giving A ≃ 0.82. The parameters ρ and η are more poorly measured, although a rough estimate is ρ ≃ 0.1, η ≃ 0.3 [12] (therefore (ρ − iη) ≃ 0.3e iδ , which is fairly close to λ in absolute value). At high energies, only the parameter A changes substantially [14] , being A ≃ 0.92 at the scale M ∼ 10 13 GeV. Furthermore, we will use the following phenomenological relations among the up-type quark Yukawa couplings evaluated at high energies, that we assume also valid for the right-handed neutrino masses:
Substituting this ansatz in eq. (45) we obtain:
It is already remarkable the large reduction of the hierarchy that results just from the peculiar pattern of V CKM (without taking into account the values of α 1 , α 2 ): for random V R , the natural size of the hierarchy is dictated by the Coming back to the numerical computation, the previous arguments are illustrated in Fig.6 , left plot, which shows the region of experimentally acceptable values of h in the α 1 − α 2 plane. More precisely, the green area corresponds to 5.5 ≤ h ≤ 6, which is the experimental 1 − σ value of h exp when m 2 /m 1 ≫ 1 (see Fig. 1 ), as is the case. As noted above this allowed region replicates with periodicity π. All the remaining parameters of V R have been taken at the central values of V CKM . Clearly, the allowed region for α 1 , α 2 is quite "macroscopic", i.e. it is not fine-tuned. In fact, the minimal value for h is close to the experimental value h ∼ 6 (note that since κ 1 is . To be precise, the value of the lightest neutrino mass predicted by this ansatz is
The SUSY case works in a similar way. The main difference are the RGEs, which are a bit different and, besides, depend on the value of tan β, though not dramatically.
The results for the CKM ansatz are also similar, and even better, as shown in Fig. 5 (lower plots) and Fig. 6 (right plot) for a typical case (tan β = 10). this can work if the right-handed masses are quasi-degenerate; for simplicity we will
As for the CKM case, the identification of V MNS and V R can only be made up to the two independent α 1 , α 2 phases in (14) . The Majorana phases of V MNS act from the opposite side, see eq. (7), and cannot be identified with α 1 , α 2 . In any case, we do not have any experimental information about these Majorana phases, nor about δ, in the MNS matrix. So we take
where V is the "non-Majorana" part of the MNS matrix, given in eq.(8). More precisely 
the value of δ is left free. Concerning Yukawa couplings, as in the CKM case we identify them with the u-quark Yukawa couplings at high energy, which for the SM are given in eq.(67).
The results are given in Fig.7 , left plot, which shows the allowed region in the Although this is perhaps less suggestive than the good performance of V CKM in the case of hierarchical right-handed masses, it is still quite remarkable. Concerning the values of the phases that do the job, it is clear from (63) that the necessary cancellation inside the straight brackets requires in this case α 2 ≃ ±iπ, since (V R ) 2 13 ≃ 0. The previous cancellation must be quite fine as can be seen noting that the ratio of squared Yukawa couplings in the right hand side of (63) is ∼ 10 5 , so the | | 2 factor must be very small in order to obtain h ≃ 6 (a tunning of < ∼ 1% is needed). The performance of the SUSY case is similar, as shown in Fig. 7 , right plot.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper we have started from the fact that the observed mass ratio for the two heavier low-energy neutrinos, h = m 3 /m 2 < ∼ 6, is much smaller than the corresponding ratios observed for quarks and charged leptons, which are O(20) or O(300) (for the other independent neutrino mass ratio, m 2 /m 1 , there is no experimental constraint).
We have wondered whether this peculiar pattern of neutrino masses can be a consequence of the peculiar way they are generated through a see-saw mechanism, investigating how the present experimental data restrict the structure of the high-energy seesaw parameters and which choices, among the allowed ones, produce more naturally the observed pattern of neutrino masses. We have studied in particular (but not only) if starting with hierarchical neutrino Yukawa couplings, as for the other fermions, one can naturally get the observed m 3 /m 2 < ∼ 6 ratio. To perform this analysis we have first put forward a top-down parametrization of the see-saw mechanism in terms of (high-energy) basis-independent quantities: the Yukawa and right-handed-mass "eigenvalues", {y i , M i }, and two unitary matrices, V L , V R , associated to the diagonalization of the Yukawa matrix, as shown in eqs. (12, 13) . From these 18 independent parameters, we have shown that the neutrino mass eigenvalues depend just on 12 of them: {y i , M i } and V R , which simplifies the analysis a lot. On the other hand, V L can be derived from the other parameters and V MNS . This is summarized in eqs. (15, (18) (19) (20) . A parametrization of V R is given in (14) .
In our analysis (which is valid for both the SM and the SUSY versions of the seesaw) we have made an extensive use of some analytical inequalities satisfied by the eigenvalues of a general hermitian matrix. This allows to obtain very simple expres-sions that describe faithfully the exact results and permit to gain intuition on the problem, e.g. the useful lower bound on h given by eq.(45). This analytical study was complemented by a numerical and statistical survey, in order to obtain and present accurate results.
Our main conclusions are the following:
• For random values of the V R entries we expect a low-energy neutrino hierarchy
. If the Yukawa couplings are hierarchical, similarly to the other fermions, then we expect h orders of magnitude larger than the experimental value and the hierarchy of Yukawas itself. So, either we give up the natural assumption that the neutrino Yukawa couplings present a hierarchy similar to other fermions, or we accept that the V R entries are far from random. In the second case the structure of V R becomes strongly constrained. In particular, from eq.(45), (V R )
2 ≪ 1 is required, and (V R ) 12 sizeable is desirable.
• If we keep the assumption of hierarchical neutrino Yukawa couplings, a low-energy spectrum of quasi-degeneracy or soft hierarchy for the three neutrinos requires
or a very delicate tuning between {y i , M i } and V R . In the absence of an explanation for this strong fine-tuning we consider this scenario as unnatural.
• On the other hand, if we just attempt to reproduce the only experimentally constrained mass ratio, h = m 3 /m 2 < ∼ 6, the prospects are much more interesting: a characteristic pattern for the V R matrix emerges, but there is no need of finetuning between the parameters. 
also in coincidence with CKM).
-If the right-handed neutrino masses are degenerate, In all the cases, the mass of the lightest neutrino, m 1 , is naturally orders of magnitude smaller than m 2 , which comes out as a natural prediction of a scenario with hierarchical neutrino Yukawa couplings.
• Motivated by the previous coincidences we have explicitely checked that identifying V R with V CKM and taking a hierarchy of neutrino Yukawa couplings (and right-handed masses) equal to that of the u−quarks, gives h consistent with the experimental limit, h exp < ∼ 6. This is highly non-trivial since V R = 1 gives h ≃ 300 and a random V R typically gives h = O(10 6 ). We have not attempted to construct a GUT model to accommodate this suggestive feature, but it might be an interesting line of work. For the SUSY case there are slight differences coming from the form of the RGE, but the results are very similar (and even better).
Likewise using V MNS in the same context, but with degenerate right-handed neutrino masses, is also consistent with the experiment.
Outlook
The fact that V R is very constrained once a hierarchical structure for the Yukawas is assumed, has an important impact on several physical issues.
Constraints from U MNS
We have explored the constraints on V R from the peculiar pattern of physical neutrino masses. Similarly, the experimental U MNS may constrain the high-energy parameters.
Although we have seen, eq. (20), that V L can always be adjusted to give the observed U MNS , it is not guaranteed that such choice is without tunings for all the possible V R .
This may shed additional light on the structure of the high-energy theory.
Relation to the R-parametrization
The connection of the botton-up parametrization (16) 
Leptogenesis
If one ignores flavour effects, the rate of leptogenesis produced by the decay of the right-handed neutrinos is proportional to particular entries of the matrix
where D Y 2 = diag{y Nevertheless, flavour effects can rescue this scenario when the temperature at which leptogenesis takes place is smaller than ∼ 10 12 GeV, as was shown in [15] (note that this scenario would correspond to the case R real). The analysis for three neutrinos is a bit more involved but it has an obvious interest.
In a supersymmetric framework, another mechanism to generate the observed baryon asymmetry is Affleck-Dine leptogenesis [16] . Thermal effects and gravitino overproduction constrain the smallest neutrino mass to be m 1 < ∼ 10 −8 eV [17] . Despite the large hierarchy between m 2 and m 1 might seem a priory unnaturally strong, we have shown that it is in fact a prediction of the see-saw mechanism with the suggestive ansatz 
Rare LFV processes
In the context of SUSY, it is well known that even starting with universal soft masses at high energy, one ends up with flavour-violating entries in the mass-matrices, mainly due to the effect of the neutrino Yukawa couplings in the running between the highenergy scale (M p in the gravity-mediated case) and the scale of the right-handed masses [18] . Such effect is proportional to
Although V L is not directly constrained from the low-energy spectrum, once V R is determined, V L is obtained from eq.(20). The corresponding rates for LFV processes, such as µ → e, γ, may constrain further the scenario and offer predictions for present and future experiments.
GUT constructions
As mentioned above, identifying V R with V CKM and taking a hierarchy of neutrino Yukawa couplings (and right-handed masses) equal to that of the u−quarks, is (nontrivially) consistent with the experiment. It would be very interesting to build a GUT model able to accommodate this appealing feature.
Anarchic neutrinos
As mentioned at the end of subsect. 4.1, the basis-independent top-down parametrization of the see-saw mechanism that we have used is likely very appropriate to study scenarios of anarchic neutrinos [9] , since these are based on statistical considerations about the high-energy parameters that define the theory, and it is highly desirable that these parameters are basis-independent. We gave there a simple example of how such analysis can be, but clearly much work could be done in this direction.
------ ].
Analogous inequalities can be produced for κ 2 1 . In this case, the most efficient ones come from considering the inverse matrix, κ ′−1 (κ ′−1 ) † , which is a positive hermitian matrix with κ −2 i eigenvalues.
The inequalities for κ 3 , κ 1 produced in this way can be plugged into (37) to give bounds on h similar to those considered in sect. 4.
Let us recall that in that section we found more efficient for the sake of clarity to use the fact that in a positive hermitian matrix, such as κ ′ κ ′ † and κ ′−1 (κ ′−1 ) † , the largest eigenvalue (κ All these kinds of inequalities can be plugged into (37) to obtain alternative bounds on h. Also they can be used to put bounds on the ratio κ 3 /κ 1 , which gives a direct measure of how far is the neutrino spectrum from the exactly degenerate case.
